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the film dil hai ke manta nahin was based on a story by satyajit ray in 1991. released in 1991, the
film was one of the highest-grossing indian films of 1991. the film was a box-office success, and was
declared the third highest-grossing indian film of 1991, behind maa kasam and dostana. dil hai ke

manta nahin has been considered one of the most famous indian romantic comedies of all time. the
film is one of the best-loved movies of satyajit ray. the film was also considered to be one of the
most commercially successful films of all time in india. dil hai ke manta nahin was also the third
highest-grossing indian film of 1991, after drishtidaa and mashaal. the film grossed rs 84.9 crore

(us$16.4 million) at the box office. dil hai ki manta nahin song lyrics in hindi (devanagari font) from
movie dil hai ki manta nahin ( 1991 ), sung by kumar sanu and anuradha paudwal. lyrics faiz anwar.
composed by nadeem-shravan.starring aamir khan and pooja bhatt. music label t-series. dil hai ke

manta nahin 1991 hindi 475mb dvdrip 720p hevcpooja, a lush and spoilt lad, runs consequently from
the tall ship of her boyfriend for her love- a movie star. on her behavior to mumbai (bombay in this

film), she meets raghu (amir khan) in a van and shortly has to buy him for the legal arrival of hers to
mumbai. raghu has bribe in his mind. he has a curriculum to gain rich, but pity strikes them, and

they both flop for each other dil hai ke manta nahin 1991 in hindi. dil hai ke manta nahin song lyrics
in hindi (devanagari font) from movie dil hai ki manta nahin ( 1991 ), sung by kumar sanu and

anuradha paudwal. lyrics faiz anwar. composed by nadeem-shravan.starring aamir khan and pooja
bhatt. music label t-series.
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aamir and anuradha are, here,
beautiful fierces, and the two are
capable to show off which they
do every moment of the film at
those potential moments. the
face of dil hai ke manta nahin,

aamir is not those. his character,
rajvir, is shorter in contrast to dil

hai, however, he turns into an
cute guy, notably a little bit

shameful. anuradha plays the
fun naina, who here seems to be
a brunette, while in the film, she

is in fact light-haired. pooja,
here, takes her individual
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portrayal, and she does a
stupendous job of it. she looks
amazing in the outfits, with her

lovely beauty . pooja bhatt
makes an appearance, here, in

two characters, the independent
girl dil hai and the wife naina.
the two get on against each
other, and the movie here

expands the old troupe of hit &
miss, which is working out

remarkably for dil hai. dil hai
usually takes a youthful non-

publicity, while she here takes a
folksy one. the scene of dil hai is
full of eyes. though she is played

by her sister, the scene shows
her to be her typical self. seeing
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this woman constantly
expressing affection, i am

assured that you can not deny
the full of life in the movie. on
the subject of the scenes, the

multiple viewers here are full of
eye-cream. the best scene of the
film is the one in which naina is

proposed by aamir khan to move
to his charming town. this scene
is full of emotion and the music
is incredible. sharing that dil hai
ke manta nahin is more than a

movie, pooja bhatt further wrote,
it is a feeling. it is nostalgia. it is
innocence. it is love & longing,

for a time we have all lived,
dreamed in and lost. which is
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why it belongs more to the
people and audiences who

proved yet again that they are
far more forward & expansive

than the film industry experts by
accepting it with all their heart &
ensuring it sustains 30 yrs later.
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